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The Master Mason Edition is the perfect gift for newly built Master Masons. This edition has a blue cover with the square and compass; KJV translation, gold gilded sideedges; the plan of the Order of the Blue Lodge, York Rite, and the Scottish Rite; member pages; Masonic beliefs and creed; a Biblical Index to
Freemasonry, plus questions and answers to Freemasonry. Read more → you are now on the cutting edge Copyright © 2006 Cutting Edge Ministries. All rights reserved. See full copyright notice below. Before we get started in this first article of our journey to discover hidden truth about the 1611 King James Version of
the Bible, let's remember our primary premise: even though some of the most evil men in world history had their hands on the King James Bible inside and out, they couldn't change a piece of the text! Please take a moment to read our original thesis on this most important topic, in our Defend KJV section. As we alluded,
above, Cutting Edge ministries are not saying that Sir Francis Bacon wrote the KJV. We'll never say that. Our research shows that the official KJV scholarship committee completed its work in 1610 and handed over the manuscript to King James. The king then quickly gave that manuscript to Sir Francis Bacon, who had it
for about a year, until 1611, when he returned the manuscript to the king, who quickly sent it to his official scribe. Historians have discussed why King James felt that Bacon needed this manuscript for a year and what Bacon did with or to the manuscript while he had it for that time. Now, however, we feel confident that
Bacon used this time to plan how to coordinate the text with all these symbols -- page after page after page! NOTE: We have another, and cheaper source, for these original 1611 King James Bibles! A website called GreatSite.com has these Bibles. They are computer scans of an original 1611 KJV. Please go to: -
Please note that the cost from this site is only $249. MASONIC HANDSHAKEIN KING JAMES VERSION We will show you incredible instances in the original King James Bible where Masonic Handshakes are liberally sprinkled throughout the first part, in the Genealogies. Listen to the purpose of a Masonic Handshake
to the Masons who use them so often. The secret hand boards of the Illuminati are believed to seem magic, to evoke supernatural beings, and of course, to communicate messages... The handshake, or grip, is a sign of unity, unity of purpose and fidelity or devotion to a common cause. It is considered a bond or seal of
affirmation between illuminous brothers. Masonic authorities speak of a mystic tie or spiritual union. Sure, demon powers come together and enjoy each other's ugly undertakings. (Texe Marrs, Codex Magica, p. 145) Did you capture the relevant information in this definition? Masonic handshake the following: * induce
beings * work magic * signs of unity At the end, Marrs reports that Masonic handshakes are demonic. A former Satanist told me that all witches put large layers in symbols. They believe that, when a symbol is created, it begins to pound with occult energy from the demonic realm. Symbols are literally believed to be
transfer points of great supernatural energy. It doesn't matter if the symbol is on the ground or the floor of a building - like it in with all the rituals - or in a painting, or on a piece of paper. Once they are created, they begin to pound with enormous demonic force. Thus, it is of great importance that all these satanic symbols
were originally placed on the original 1611 KJV Bible. The Rosicrucians who created these symbols really and truly believed that they were creating centers of occult power that would throb with demonic power 24 hours a day, 7 days per week. I believe that Bacon and King James firmly intended to create a Rosicrucian
Bible, filled with occult symbols that were pounding with Satanic power, aimed at moving entire English-speaking peoples into the world of Mystic Christianity called Rosicrucianism. And, of course, pilgrim and puritanical leaders of the day knew this faith, because they were aware of entities; within seconds, these genuine
Christian leaders would have recognized these symbols, knew of the importance placed on them by Satanists and could quickly reject the original 1611 King James Version of the Bible as an evil one.... The Bible of the evil king! MODERN DAY EXAMPLES OF MASONIC HANDHOOKS The picture on the left depicts
masonic handshake perfectly. Note the position of the thumb over the finger on the left hand in this picture; It is clearly cocked and uniquely placed over the knuckle of the first finger. This is the perfect Masonic handshake. In reality, the accuracy of the handshake depends on the person's skill giving, or receiving, the
handshake. Some Masons do a good job and some Masons do a lousy job. The picture on the right shows Secretary of State Colin Powell exchanging a Mason handshake with Morocco's king. King gives General Powell a very good handshake, as his thumb is clamped on Powell's first knuckle at just the right angle.
When you display masonic handshakes in the original 1611 King James Bible, notice the right angle of thumb over the other hand, just as you see above. Also be aware that these Masonic handshakes appear in the Genealogies section. In many cases, on an entire page in a family tree, the handshake will take place far
down the page, and sometimes between just two people. As far as space is concerned, we have copied only the section showing the handshake. Were we to show every full page on which one or more handshakes occurred, this article would run to over 40 pages long! A good example is abraham's family tree. The only
Masonic handshake is in the Job section, about halfway down page; therefore, the section we copied will not have Abraham's name in it, only Job's, even though the identifying line just says, Abraham. Future Garden of Eden For reasons we cannot delineate here, this Garden of Eden is NOT the garden depicted in
Genesis 2. Rather, this is the future Garden of Eden - genealogies of Cain and Seth defiance - which we shall prove in an article in two weeks from now. The only reason we are showing this future garden with the future of Adam and Eve, is to show Masonic handshakes. The first Masonic handshake appears between
Adam and Eve headpieces. Notice the thumb allows the distinctive grip of the first knuckle in the second hand. Below, between Adah - Lamech - Zillah, are more distinctive Masonic handshakes. The Masonic handshake raised at the top between Adam and Eve headpieces means that the new world order will be
established, and governed, by the Masons. We shall explain later why we know that this is the planned future paradise on earth that Sir Francis Bacon set as his ultimate goal. Suffice it to note there that the new world is scheduled to be ruled by Freemasonry. Also note that the only place where Masonic handshakes
occur below is in the genealogies of Cain – the evil first murder, upon which God placed a lifelong curse. Isn't it very revealing that Masonry has chosen the line of Cain to be its line of genealogy back to Adam? It should speak volumes about the true nature of Freemasonry. Now, look at a close-up of this Masonic
Handshake that appears on top, between Adam and Eve headpieces. You will see how distinctive masonic this handshake is. Genealogy by Leah We show this genealogy in its entirety for two reasons: 1) To show the mechanistic nature of the frames that hold plaques. They just look like machines. But, what did we say
in K1001 about the Rosicrucian worldview? Listen as we quote Francis Yeats again on this topic: Magic was a dominant factor, working as a mathematics-mechanics in the lower world... (Francis Yeats, The Rosicrucian Enlightenment, p. 223) You will find the entire original 1611 KJV this most mechanical look, because
the Bible and the people who read it, live in the lower world. The title page of the New Testament, page 1141, is extremely mechanical in its appearance. 2) The Masonic handshake on this side is down to the bottom, so we figured it easier in this case to just show the whole page. Genealogy of King David As Matthew 1
proves, the Jewish Messiah must prove his lineage back to King David. This genealogy shows the genealogy leading up to King David! Since King David is so very important to the Kabbalist Rosicrucian, these occultists would of course argue that a lot of links in his Family Tree would be Masonic. Look at all the Masonic
handshakes! Notice that Solomon is pictured here as a Freemason, one of the most of all Masonic teachings. From King Solomon, Masonry has been spun off the myth of whether Messiah-type figure, Hiram Abiff. We have given many more examples below. Click Show by Each Title to display the picture in a new
window. Masonic Handshake -- Abraham Genealogy - View Masonic Handshake -- Aminadab Genealogy - View Masonic Handshake -- Benjamin Genealogy - View Masonic Handshake -- Bilhah Genealogy - View Masonic Handshake - Canaan Genealogy - View Masonic Handshake -- Chelub Genealogy - View Masonic
Handshake -- View Masonic Handshakes - Ephr Epaim Genealogy - View 1st - View 2: View 2: a Masonic Handshake -- HamGen Genealogy - View Masonic Handshake -- Hezron Genealogy Hezron Top - View, Hezron Middle - View, Hezron Middle 2 - View , and Hezron Lower - View Masonic Handshake -- Iehiel
Genealogy - View Masonic Handshake -- Jacob Genealogy - View Masonic Handshake -- Judah Genealogy - View Masonic handshake -- Kohath Genealogy - View - View More Masonic Handshake - Lion of Judah Genealogy - View Masonic Handshake -- Lot Genealogy - View Masonic Handshake -- Manassah
Genealogy - Show Unkown Genealogy - View Masonic Handshake -- Salathiel Genealogy - View Masonic Handshake -- Terah Genealogy - Show Conclusion As You Continue to Understand, these pagan Rosicrucians and Masons led by Sir Francis Bacon had their hands all over the original 1611 King James Bible.
They took perfectly good text and added page after page after page of Rosicrucian artwork, some of which tell a hidden story, while others are just symbols. These Masonic handshakes are very real and very telling, for they tell the story that Bacon and King James conspired to produce a Rosicrucian masterpiece when
they published this Bible. Likely, Bacon, James, and Knights of the Helmet intended that this KJV would be the perfect compliment to Shakespeare's plays in popularizing the new Elizabethan English with ordinary people. According to a masonic writer, Bacon and knights of the helmet considered how to popularize this
new English among the people and concluded that two different tools were required: 1) Art and Entertainment – Hence Shakespeare's plays; 2) The People's Holy Book – hence the King James Version of the Bible, however, Bacon and King James were in for a rude shock, as their new Bible was soundly rejected by the
religious leaders of the day. Both pilgrim and Puritan leaders immediately rejected the KJV, which was based on the Satanic symbolism they immediately recognized. Even Anglican pastors - who are supposed to take orders from headquarters without murmur, grievance or resistance - rebelled, refused to take out their
beloved Geneva Bibles and put in the new King James Bibles, filled with all these satanic symbols. In about 1650, another printing run was conducted, and this time, all these satanic symbols were taken out. All encoding was also removed. At this point, KJV was great – it was the Bible we know and love and trust
Gradually, over the next 100 years, the natural superiority and beauty of beauty The English took over and gradually forced the Geneva Bible into obscurity. The Holy Spirit prevented these Rosicrucians from fiddling with the text, He prevented Bacon and King James from triumphantly popularizing a Rosicrucian Bible,
and He preserved His integrity in the minds and hearts of true believers of that time. But, can you now begin to see how Pilgrim leaders so quickly rejected the new King James Bible? Truly, the Holy Spirit triumphed according to these Scriptures: But as for you, you believed evil against me; But God meant it for good...
(Gen. 50:20; Parallel Bible, KJV/Enhanced Bible Commentary) Scripture cannot be broken (John 10:35; Parallel Bible, KJV /Enhanced Bible Comment) To God be the honor!! He prevented the greatest attack of the modern era on His Word in the English language. Queen Elizabeth I and King James placed the power of
the British throne on Bacon's project to popularize the new Elizabethan English with a Bible that was covered in Satanic symbolism - it was a Bible intended to be a Rosicrucian masterpiece and no doubt meant to gradually move the entire population to mystic christianity of Rosicrucianism. However, God's people were
moved to resistance by the movement of the Holy Spirit and refused this terrible original Bible. They accepted the clean-up version in 1650 (Circa) because the text was wonderfully correct and all symbols were removed. At the time, all English-speaking people had a reliable Bible, one they could accept, embrace, love
and trust with their eternal soul. Hundreds of millions of people will be in heaven because of the cleaned up King James Bible. Bible.
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